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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the third full release of the Rossby Centre Regional Climate model (RCA3), with an emphasis
on changes compared to earlier versions, in particular the introduction of a new tiled land-surface scheme. The model
performance over Europe when driven at the boundaries by ERA40 reanalysis is discussed and systematic biases
identified. This discussion is performed for key near-surface variables, such as temperature, precipitation, wind speed
and snow amounts at both seasonal and daily timescales. An analysis of simulated clouds and surface turbulent and
radiation fluxes is also made, to understand the causes of the identified biases. RCA3 shows equally good, or better,
correspondence to observations than previous model versions at both analysed timescales. The primary model bias relates
to an underestimate of the diurnal surface temperature range over Northern Europe, which maximizes in summer. This
error is mainly linked to an overestimate of soil heat flux. It is shown that the introduction of an organic soil component
reduces the error significantly. During the summer season, precipitation and surface evaporation are both overestimated
over Northern Europe, whereas for most other regions and seasons precipitation and surface turbulent fluxes are well
simulated.

1. Introduction
Regional Climate Models (RCMs) are now a widely accepted
tool for downscaling Global Climate Models (GCMs), where
they provide localized, high-resolution information, consistent
with the large-scale climate simulated by the forcing GCM (e.g.
Rummukainen, 2010, and references therein). As GCMs operate
at a relatively coarse horizontal resolution, they do not resolve all
regional details in surface heterogeneity. Therefore, dynamical
downscaling of GCM simulations is of particular importance
in regions of complex topography and large contrasts in surface features (e.g. land/water contrasts). Precipitation and near
surface wind speeds are particularly sensitive to horizontal resolution due to their strong interaction with topography and surface
physiography. Furthermore, key atmospheric processes, particularly those controlling the development of high-impact weather
events, often interact across a range of spatial scales from the
convective, through mesoscale to synoptic scales. The ability
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to capture this range of interactions and thereby provide useful
information on extreme weather events improves with increasing model resolution. Hence the increased resolution of RCMs
offers the potential for an improved simulation of the location,
frequency and intensity of extreme events, such as localized precipitation and wind maxima. Possible changes in these rare, but
high impact events are crucial to simulate in support of climate
impact and adaptation projects.
In this paper, we describe the latest full release of the Rossby
Centre Regional Climate model, RCA3, and document its performance for the recent climate over Europe. RCA3 is the version of the Rossby Centre Regional Climate Model that was
frozen for all contributions to the ENSEMBLES project (van
der Linden and Mitchell, 2009). Regional Climate projections
from these ENSEMBLES runs and a number of other RCA3based scenarios have been widely used in a range of climate
impact studies over the past few years (see the examples listed
in Jones et al., 2011, in this issue). Certain aspects of RCA3 and
its performance have been published in numerous reports and
papers. The purpose of this paper is to review the most important
results of these publications and to put them into a common context together with some new explanations and discussions. We
document the main physical parameterization changes in RCA3
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compared to the previous full release, RCA2, as well as the main
model biases for the present climate period when forced by the
best available boundary conditions, namely ERA40 reanalyses
(Uppala et al., 2005). A number of the biases reported in this paper have been investigated in the past 1–2 years. Some solutions
on these biases will be briefly presented and discussed and they
will also appear in the next RCA full release, RCA4, which is
aimed for late 2010.

2. Description of RCA3
RCA is based upon the numerical weather prediction (NWP)
model HIRLAM (Undén et al., 2002). Much of the initial work
in the development of RCA was devoted to technical issues
related to running a regional atmospheric model in a multiyear
mode. From a physics perspective, perhaps the biggest difference
between an NWP and a climate model is that the latter cannot
rely on regular updates of the model’s physical state from data
assimilation. Thus, a climate model must be more consistent
with respect to maintaining regional and global energy and water
balances and in representing slower climate processes of lesser
importance on NWP timescales.
RCA3 builds on the previous version RCA2 which is described in Jones et al. (2004).
One main concern with RCA2 was that the land surface parameterization, including sea ice, was fairly simplified (Bringfelt
et al., 2001). For example, a single energy balance component
with one surface temperature for an entire grid square was used.
Thus, the representation of subgrid scale surfaces with very different properties, such as ice, snow, open land and forest, were
characterized by the same surface temperature. Generally a tile
approach, where a separate energy balance is used for each sub

Fig. 1. A principal sketch of the
land-surface scheme in RCA3. Fractions of
individual tiles are denoted by Axx .
Prognostic temperatures are marked in red
and prognostic water and humidity variables
in blue. Subscripts ‘am’ refer to the
atmospheric lowest model level. The
diagnostic canopy air temperature and
specific humidity, T fora and qfora , are marked
in black. Aerodynamic and surface
resistances are denoted by rxx . Vertical layers
in the soil are indicated by zT 1 –zT 5 with
respect to temperature and by zθ 1 and zθ 2
with respect to soil water, respectively. The
sub-boxes in the soil are divided by solid and
dashed lines. For further details please refer
to the text.
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surface in a grid box, provides a better representation of important surface processes (Koster and Suarez, 1992). A tiled surface
scheme was therefore introduced in RCA3 (Samuelsson et al.,
2006). Grid boxes in RCA3 can now include fractions of sea
(with fractional ice cover) or lake (with ice or not) and land. The
land fraction can be further subdivided into forest and open land,
where both can be partly snow covered. Each subgrid scale tile
has a separate energy balance equation and individual prognostic
surface temperatures. In RCA3, this is true for all surface temperatures, except for the sea-surface temperature (SST), which
is prescribed from the boundary condition data set. In the coupled ocean–atmosphere version of RCA, RCAO (Döscher et al.,
2009), SSTs are also prognostic.
The RCA3 dynamical core follows that in RCA2 and is a
two time-level, semi-lagrangian, semi-implicit scheme with sixorder horizontal diffusion applied to the prognostic variables.
For more details, the reader is referred to Jones et al. (2004)
and references therein. The RCA3 solution is relaxed towards
the forcing boundary data across an eight point wide relaxation
zone following the Davies’ (1976) boundary formulation, with
a cosine-based relaxation function.
In addition to the updated surface parameterization in RCA3,
compared to RCA2, a number of changes have also been made in
the radiation, turbulence and cloud parameterizations. All these
changes are described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.

2.1. The surface scheme
The land-surface scheme (LSS) in RCA3 (Fig. 1) belongs to the
second generation of LSSs (Sellers et al., 1997) which means that
it has fairly advanced treatments of many physical land-surface
processes but it does not account for carbon dioxide (CO2 )
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effects on canopy conductance in evapotranspiration calculations. In RCA2, the evapotranspiration is parameterized according to Noilhan and Planton (1989), which follows the ‘big leaf’
concept by Deardorff (1978) in which no distinction is made between soil and canopy. However, Wallace et al. (1990) showed
that the interactions between the fluxes from the soil and the
canopy can be significant in sparse canopies, especially for very
wet or very dry soil conditions. In the development of RCA3 it
was anticipated that such rare conditions are most relevant for
forest processes. In addition, from the atmospheric point of view,
the forest canopy represents a surface which reacts quickly to
changes in energy fluxes due to its low heat capacity. Therefore,
the forest subtile (Afor in Fig. 1) was parameterized according to
the double-energy balance concept (Shuttleworth and Wallace,
1985) which means that the forest canopy (T forc ) and the forest floor have separate energy balances and separate prognostic
temperatures. In RCA3, we also separate the forest floor into a
bare soil (T fors ) and a snow covered part (T forsn ), respectively.
The parameterization of the double-energy balance in the forest
follows Choudhury and Monteith (1988), which includes the formulation of the aerodynamic resistances rb and rd . The canopy
air temperature, T fora , and specific humidity, qfora , are diagnostic quantities which are solved by assuming conservation of
fluxes.
The prognostic snow storages over open land, sn, and in the
forest, snfor , are parameterized using a bulk one-layer concept
where the top most 15 cm of the snow pack is assumed to be
thermally active, characterized by its prognostic snow temperature, T sn and T forsn , respectively. The temperature below that
layer is in principle unknown which means that the snow-soil
heat transfer must be parameterized. The snow can hold 10%
of its snow water equivalent as liquid water, w sn and wforsn , respectively. The sources of liquid water are snow melt water and
rain that falls on 0◦ C snow. The prognostic snow density, ρ sn
and ρ snfor , is set to 100 kg m−3 for fresh snow and increases with
time as the snow ages (Douville et al., 1995). The freezing of any
liquid water in the snow contributes to an increase of the density
using the density of ice. The snow fraction, Asn and Aforsn , is calculated following Lindström and Gardelin (1999). They showed
that, according to observations, the snow cover for a deep snow
pack is better correlated with the ratio sn/snmax than with sn itself, where snmax is the maximum snow water equivalent reached
during the snow season. During snow melt, the snow fraction
is not allowed to decrease before sn reaches a certain fraction
of snmax . This fraction is set to 0.6 for flat terrain but increases
with increased subgrid orography. For open-land snow there is
a prognostic snow albedo, allowed to be in the range 0.6–0.85,
based on the method described by Douville et al. (1995) which
simply makes the albedo decrease with time as snow is ageing.
The ageing is faster for melting than for non-melting snow. For
snow in forest the albedo is set constant to 0.20.
The open-land subtile, Aopl , consists of a vegetated part and
a bare-soil part, both characterized by the same prognostic tem-

perature, T opls . The surface resistance for the evapotranspiration,
rsoplv , follows Jarvis (1976) and the soil-surface resistance, rsopls ,
follows van den Hurk et al. (2000). Interception of rain, w forc for
the forest and woplv for open-land vegetation, is parameterized
according to Noilhan and Planton (1989).
The aerodynamic resistances in the surface layer, rax , are
based on the parameterization of near-surface fluxes of momentum and scalar quantities according to Louis et al. (1982), where
individual roughness lengths and stability corrections are used
for each subtile. The individual fluxes of heat and momentum
from these tiles are weighted to grid-averaged values at the lowest atmospheric model level according to the fractional areas of
the tiles.
The soil is divided into five layers with respect to temperature
with a no-flux boundary condition at 3.0 m depth. The thicknesses of the layers increase from 1.0 cm for the top-most layer
to 1.89 m for the deepest layer. There are separate soil columns
below the forest and open-land tiles (Afor and Aopl ) and additional soil columns appear when snow is present (Aforsn and Asn ).
To fulfil the energy balance, heat energy is moved between the
snow and non-snow covered soil columns as the snow fraction
changes. There are seven different texture classes based on the
geographical distribution of soil types FAO-UNESCO (1981)
digitized for Europe by the German Weather Service. The heat
diffusivity equations follow McCumber and Pielke (1981) and
the soil properties Clapp and Hornberger (1978).
For soil water there are two layers, 0.07 and 2.20 m thick,
except for in mountain areas where the deep layer is 1.00 m (altitude >600 m and deep soil climatology temperature <7◦ C). The
vertical transport of water is expressed using Richards equation
(Hillel, 1980) but the hydraulic conductivity term is replaced by
a drainage/runoff parameterization, the β-formulation, as used
in the hydrological model HBV (Lindström et al., 1997). The
LSS does not include phase changes between liquid water and
ice in the soil but instead we parameterize the effect that soil ice
would have had on soil heat capacity (Viterbo et al., 1999) and
on root extraction of water.
The snow-free land-surface albedo is set to 0.15 for the forest
(canopy and forest floor) and to 0.28 for open land. As will
be discussed later, the open-land value is high compared to
observed values which are around 0.18. The leaf-area index
(LAI) is calculated as a function of the soil temperature in layer
four (Hagemann et al., 1999) with lower limit set to 0.4 and
upper limits set to 2.3 and 4.0 for open land and deciduous
forest, respectively. If deep soil moisture reaches the wilting
point the LAI is set to its lower limit. LAI for conifers forest is
set constant to 4.0.
The land-sea mask is provided from HIRLAM climate fields
(Källén, 1996) and the forest fraction is given by Hagemann
et al. (1999). However, the more recent physiography data base
ECOCLIMAP (Masson et al., 2003) gives generally less fraction
of forest than the Hagemann forest fraction. To reach better
correspondence with the ECOCLIMAP physiography, the final
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forest fraction in RCA3 was reduced to 80% of its original
value.
Lakes in RCA3 are simulated with the multilayer lake model
PROBE (Ljungemyr et al., 1996). PROBE is forced from RCA3
by 2 m air temperature and humidity, 10 m wind speed and
downward short-wave (SW) and long-wave (LW) radiation. It
simulates water temperature at different levels and the growth of
ice. Depth of lakes are given for Swedish lakes but set to 10 m
for all lakes outside Sweden. Water surface temperature and
ice thickness is provided to RCA which uses these to calculate
fluxes of momentum and heat.
The temperature of sea and lake ice is simulated by the heattransfer equation for an ice cover with two layers assuming
constant ice thickness for sea (0.5 m in the Baltic Sea and 1 m
for the rest of the ocean) and ice thickness given by PROBE
for lakes. Ice albedo is set to 0.5. The heat flux at the ice–water
interface is parameterized assuming a constant melting temperature of the ice at the bottom. Snow on ice is simulated as over
land but with the prognostic snow albedo limited to the range
0.7–0.85.
Diagnostic variables of temperature and humidity at 2 m and
wind at 10 m are calculated using Monin–Obukhov similarity
theory. These diagnostic variables are first calculated individually for each tile and then area-averaged for larger subsurfaces
or for the whole grid square. When evaluating the RCA diagnostic 2 m air temperature, T2m, against observations we chose
to use the simulated T2m over open land fractions of a grid box,
T2mopl (snow and snow-free area average), because observational stations generally report temperatures in open land areas
or in glades in forest areas. The forest T2m, T2mfor , is defined
as the air temperature at 2 m height above the forest floor. As
both radiation fluxes and turbulent fluxes at the forest floor are
greatly reduced due to the presence of the overlaying canopy
T2mfor variability will be much lower than any nearby T2mopl
variability. The grid-averaged T2m, T2mgrid , is simply an area
weighted average of the individual tiles, sea (water and/or ice),
lake (water or ice), forest and open land.
For the Baltic Sea drainage basin the runoff from each grid
square can be routed to form river discharge for certain rivers
along the Batic Sea coast. This routing is based on the hydrological HBV model and it is specifically calibrated for the Baltic
basin (Graham, 2002).
For a more detailed description of the LSS in RCA3 please
refer to Samuelsson et al. (2006).

2.2. Changes in the atmospheric parameterization
schemes
The radiation scheme in RCA3 is based on the HIRLAM radiation scheme, originally developed for NWP purposes (Savijärvi,
1990; Sass et al., 1994). The scheme is computationally extremely fast but also highly simplified, with only one wavelength band for LW radiation and one for SW. The scheme was
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modified to include CO2 absorption and an improved treatment
of the water vapour continuum by Räisänen et al. (2000). In
RCA2, the SW cloud albedo and LW cloud emissivity were
calculated from the cloud water content, with a cloud mass absorption coefficient depending only on altitude. In RCA3, cloud
emissivity and cloud albedo are now formally linked to cloud
liquid water and ice amounts, with a diagnostic calculation of
effective radius performed separately for liquid and ice (Wyser
et al., 1999). In the radiation scheme, the grid box mean liquid water path is multiplied by a scaling factor of 0.7 before
cloud albedo and emissivity are calculated. This is done to account for the fact the RCA radiation code, like the majority of
radiation schemes, assumes cloud water to be homogeneously
distributed throughout a given grid box cloud fraction, the socalled plane-parallel approximation. As discussed in Barker and
Wielicki (1997), Barker (1996), Tiedtke (1996) and Cahalan
et al. (1994), use of the plane-parallel approximation will always bias cloud albedo to be higher than equivalent real clouds.
In real clouds within-cloud small-scale variability in the cloudwater distribution, with small areas of ascent exhibiting very
high cloud water amounts and regions of weaker ascent or even
descent having much lower cloud water amounts, leads to an average cloud albedo significantly lower than if the same amount
of cloud water were distributed in a plane-parallel sense. Barker
et al. (1996) and Barker and Wielicki (1997) discuss more advanced methods for deriving a suitable scaling factor to account
for this systematic discrepancy. Such advanced treatment has so
far not been tested in RCA.
RCA3 carries a single prognostic equation for the total cloud
water mixing ratio, separation into liquid and ice components
is diagnosed as a function of local air temperature. In RCA3,
this calculation has been modified, compared to RCA2, so that
water is now more rapidly put into the ice phase as a function of decreasing temperature. As a result, for a given (cold)
cloud, emissivity is reduced in RCA3 relative to RCA2, with a
commensurate reduction in downwelling LW radiation. In both
the radiation and cloud microphysical schemes, droplet effective
radii are based on a prescribed cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC) which is allowed to vary as a function of surface
type (land, sea, snow-covered land, ice-covered water). Over
land CDNC varies as a linear function of height, decreasing
with pressure from a typical surface land value (400 cm−3 ) to
a typical oceanic and free atmospheric value (150 cm−3 ) at 0.8
times the surface pressure.
To reduce an overestimate of clear-sky SW surface fluxes
found in RCA2, in RCA3 the clear-sky water-vapour absorption
of SW was modified and the clear-sky SW absorption by aerosols
increased. In the RCA2 radiation scheme, emission of LW radiation to the surface from the cloudy fraction of a model grid
column occurs from the base of the lowest cloud layer, with the
cloud water and cloud fraction treated in a vertically integrated,
maximum overlap manner (Sass et al., 1994). The amount of
LW radiation emitted from the cloud-base that actually reaches
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the surface is then scaled by the emissivity of the clear-sky atmosphere below cloud base and normalized by the vertically
integrated cloud fraction. Clear-sky LW radiation reaching the
surface is considered as an average of the entire vertical atmospheric column emission and assumed to operate over the entire
model grid box (i.e. over both clear and cloudy fractions of a
grid box). In RCA3, the LW emission is now more formally split
into three fractional regions of a given grid box vertical column.
The cloud-fraction emission is treated as in RCA2, but now the
clear sky emission is separated into two contributions. The first
is an assumed emission/absorption process which considers the
entire vertical column and is normalized by the clear-sky fraction of the column. The second clear-sky contribution comes
from the emission of clear-sky LW radiation below the fractional cloud base, where the clear-sky emissivity is based on the
thermodynamic profile below cloud base only. The resulting LW
flux is then normalized to cover only the cloudy-part of the grid
box. These three contributions, all weighted by their respective
cloudy or clear-sky fraction, are then combined into a single,
grid-box mean LW flux to the surface.
In RCA2, the turbulence parameterization was a dry prognostic turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) scheme, combined with
a diagnostic mixing length (Cuxart et al., 2000). The scheme is
updated in RCA3 to include moist processes in the calculation
of TKE (Cuijpers and Duynkerke, 1993) and to have a smoother
transition between stable and unstable conditions (Lenderink
and de Rooy, 2000; Lenderink and Holtslag, 2004). The new
scheme has the same basic philosophy as in RCA2, but uses a
simpler and faster method to calculate turbulent mixing lengths
and better matches these to near surface lengths given by similarity theory in the neutral limit. Furthermore, the new scheme
employs an implicit treatment of the TKE equation (Brinkop
and Roeckner, 1995) making it numerically more stable.
Moist processes in RCA2 and RCA3 are separated into
resolved (large-scale) clouds and subgrid scale (convective)
clouds. Large-scale clouds are described using the scheme of
Rasch and Kristjánsson (1998). Convective processes are described with an entraining and detraining plume model using the approach of Kain and Fritsch (1990, 1993) and Kain
(2004).
The treatment of shallow convective clouds, condensate and
precipitation has been substantially modified in RCA3 compared
to RCA2. The main change is that in RCA3 the Kain–Fritsch
convection scheme now assumes that shallow convection is nonprecipitating. Shallow convective cloud water produced by the
Kain–Fritsch convection is instead detrained into the environment and a fraction evaporated depending linearly on the local
grid box mean relative humidity. The remaining shallow convective cloud water is assumed to reside in a diagnosed shallow
cumulus cloud fraction that links cloud amount to the liquid and
vapour content of the convective plumes and the local relative
humidity (Albrecht, 1981). Microphysical conversion of shallow convective cloud water to precipitation is then performed by

the same scheme as for large-scale condensation. The resulting
shallow cumulus clouds and cloud water can then interact with
the radiation fields. The main impact of these changes is reduced
precipitation from shallow convective clouds, a formal shallow
convective cloud fraction (not present in RCA2) and thus shallow
convective clouds that contain more water, are more reflective
and can interact with atmospheric radiation fluxes. A more detailed description of the new parameterization is given in Jones
and Sanchez (2002).
In the formulation of large-scale precipitation some minor
modifications have been made to the liquid autoconversion calculation in RCA3. These act to reduce the occurrence of weak
precipitation, which was too frequent in RCA2. As mentioned
earlier, the diagnostic separation of total cloud water into liquid
and ice was modified in the RCA3 radiation scheme. This modification was also carried out in the cloud microphysical scheme
to maintain consistency through the model.

3. Model setup and evaluation data
3.1. Model setup
RCA3 was setup on a rotated latitude–longitude grid over
Europe with a resolution of 0.44◦ , corresponding to ∼50 km.
The land-sea mask, the fractions of lakes and forests, and the
orography are shown in Fig. 2. The domain includes 102 × 111
grid boxes of which the outermost eight on each side are used
as boundary relaxation zones. The relaxation zone is excluded
in all figures shown. In the vertical, 24 unequally spaced hybrid
terrain-following levels are used (Simmons and Burridge, 1981).
The time step was 30 min.
Our analysis is based on an experiment covering the time
period January 1961–December 2001. Prior to this period, a
4-month spinup is performed which is initialized by ERA40.
The lateral boundary fields and SST forcing are taken from
ERA40 every 6 h, with linear time interpolation in between.
The solar constant is prescribed as 1370 Wm−2 . In terms of
greenhouse gas forcing, we have imposed a linear increase with
time of equivalent CO2 identical to that used for producing the
ERA40 data set (1.5 ppmv per year).

3.2. Evaluation data
Results from the RCA3 simulations are compared to a number
of observational data sets listed in Table 1. When we lack information on gridded observations for a particular variable we have
used ERA40 for comparison. In those cases when there are indications that ERA40 itself is biased compared to observations we
take note of that in the discussion of model accuracy and bias.
Some differences do exist between the two versions of E-OBS
(Table 1) due to changes in applied time series of observations
and in the processing of data. Because these differences are most
evident in the probability density functions of precipitation we
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Fig. 2. Top panel: Land fraction with coastal regions and lakes shown in blue colours (left) and forest fraction (right). Bottom panel: Orography in
metres (left) and regions as used for presentations of results (right).

Table 1.

Data sets that have been used for model evaluation in this report
Resolution

Dataset

Description

Variables

Time

Space

Reference

CRU

Climate Research Unit version
TS 2.1
European gridded observations,
version 1.1
European gridded observations,
version 2.0
Version 3.02
European Centre for Medium
range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) 40 years reanalysis

T2ma , precipitation,
cloud cover
T2m (mean, max, min)
and precipitation
T2m (mean, max, min)
and precipitation
T2ma , precipitation
T2ma , precipitation,
SLP, wind speed

Monthly

0.5◦

Mitchell and Jones (2005)

Daily

0.44◦

Haylock et al. (2008)

Daily

0.44◦

Monthly
Monthly

0.5◦
1.0◦

http://eca.knmi.nl/download/
ensembles/download.php
Willmott and Matsura (1995)
Uppala et al. (2005)

E-OBS1
E-OBS2
Willmott
ERA40

a As

a first-order correction these climatologies have been adjusted for differences in elevation compared to the RCA grid by using a lapse rate of
−0.0065 K m−1 .

include both versions for the comparison with RCA3 in that
case.

4. Results
In this paper we evaluate near-surface variables, for example 2 m
air temperature, precipitation and snow cover on monthly and
daily timescales. We also evaluate the distribution functions of
both quantities in terms of maximum and minimum values and
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the diurnal range (temperature) and intensity distributions (precipitation). Near-surface wind speed is a parameter of interest
to users. However, due to observational limitations, near-surface
wind speeds are only briefly discussed in this study. He et al.
(2010) have performed a detailed analysis of RCA3 winds over
North America and readers are referred to this paper for more
details. Where systematic biases are detected in one of these key
variables, further analysis is performed of other simulated fields
that may contribute to these biases (e.g. radiation fluxes, surface
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turbulent fluxes and cloud cover). To provide an overview of the
simulated circulation features in RCA3, we begin our evaluation
with mean sea-level pressure.
Results are presented in maps or as area averages for the
regions defined in Fig. 2. We especially concentrate on Sweden and the Iberian Peninsula as examples of two different climate regimes. The definition of the seasons referred to are:
winter (December, January, February), spring (March, April,
May), summer (June, July, August) and autumn (September,
October, November). The empirical probability distribution
functions (PDFs) shown are based on daily mean values spatially averaged over regions. Many of the maps and annual cycle
plots can be found in earlier publications but all PDFs have been
prepared for this specific paper and have not been published
before.

4.1. Mean sea-level pressure
Figure 3 presents the seasonal mean difference in mean sea
level pressure (MSLP) between RCA3 and the forcing ERA40.
These differences are relatively small, indicating that RCA3
reproduces the large-scale circulation of the ERA40 boundary

conditions. There are, however, some noteworthy differences.
In the Mediterranean region, MSLP is higher in RCA3 than
in ERA40 in all seasons, particularly in autumn and winter,
with a reverse, negative MSLP anomaly east of the Alps in
winter. These features are largely unchanged from RCA2 and
were also noted in Jones et al. (2004). They speculated that
RCA2 may not represent lee cyclogenesis downstream of the
Alps and the Pyrenees properly. Possible contributory factors
are being investigated, including the role of orography and the
parameterization of subgrid scale orographic momentum drag,
both of which are known to influence synoptic development
(Milton and Wilson, 1996; Smith et al., 2006).
Figure 3 also compares PDFs of MSLP for Sweden, the
Iberian Peninsula and a third region centred on the Mediterranean Sea. PDFs are presented for all four seasons from RCA3
and ERA40. Over Sweden and Iberia, all PDFs indicate that
RCA3 captures both the median synoptic activity well and the
width of the distribution (i.e. the magnitude of daily to seasonal
synoptic variability). Over Iberia there is a tendency for the
RCA3 PDF to be slightly shifted towards higher pressures. This
is particularly the case at the higher end of the SLP distribution,
where generally anti-cyclonic conditions occur, suggesting the

Fig. 3. Top panel: Difference in MSLP (hPa) between RCA3 and ERA40. Middle panel: Probability density functions of daily mean MSLP (hPa)
for RCA3 (solid) and ERA40 (dashed) for Sweden (thick) and the Iberian Peninsula (thin). Bottom panel: As middle panels but for the
Mediterranean Sea. The columns represent the four seasons winter, spring, summer and autumn.
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positive pressure bias seen in the seasonal mean figures may
actually arise from an overestimate in the intensity and frequency of anti-cyclonic conditions. This tendency is even more
pronounced in the Mediterranean PDFs.
Kjellström et al. (2005) evaluated the interannual variability of
SLP, based on monthly mean values as simulated by RCA3, and
found this to be in good agreement with ERA40. This agreement
is best during winter and worse in summer, consistent with a
stronger forcing from the lateral boundaries in winter (LucasPicher et al., 2008).

4.2. Two meter air temperature
4.2.1. Mean climate. In general, the simulated 2 m air temperature over open land, T2mopl , is within ±1◦ C on a seasonal
basis when compared to a mean value of observations based
on CRU, Willmott and E-OBS2. There are, however, two major
exceptions, both during autumn and winter (Fig. 4); a warm bias
in the northeastern part of the model domain and a cold bias
in Southern Europe and North Africa. In these areas localized
biases of up to 3–4◦ C can occur. Biases in the northeastern part
of the domain are particularly pronounced in winter. The wintertime bias in Northern Scandinavia may partly be an artefact of
observation sampling, with observations often taken in valleys
that tend to be colder than their surroundings during stable and
cold conditions in winter (Räisänen et al., 2003). However, the
warm winter bias in North West Russia is likely primarily due
to an underestimate of snow (see Section 4.6 and Fig. 10) as
snow acts to insulate the surface and reduce near-surface turbulence. Recent studies have shown that RCA3 underestimates
snow albedo in cold climate regions which are dominated by low
intensities in snow fall. Due to feedback mechanisms such an
underestimation leads to warmer air temperature and less snow
accumulation.
Causes for the winter-autumn cold bias over the Mediterranean region are less clear. The winter season temperature PDFs
over Iberia clearly indicate a bias in RCA3 towards too frequent
cold days. Such an error structure is consistent with an overestimate in the intensity and/or frequency of winter anti-cyclonic
conditions, indicated for this region from the MSLP PDFs in
Fig. 3. Winter anti-cyclonic circulation will generally be associated with dry, clear-sky conditions and therefore relatively
strong LW cooling.
The interannual variability of RCA3 near-surface temperature was also analysed by Kjellström et al. (2005). The temporal correlation in monthly mean anomalies between CRU and
RCA3 being ∼0.95 in winter over Sweden, decreasing to ∼0.9 in
summer. Interannual variability of the near-surface temperatures
generally lies with in ±20% of observations
4.2.2. Diurnal cycle and extreme temperatures. For Sweden,
the PDFs of simulated T2mopl are generally somewhat narrower
than the corresponding PDFs for observations (Fig. 4). On the
cold side of the distribution, RCA is somewhat too warm while
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the warm tail of the distribution is well captured, except for
an underestimate of very warm days (diurnal mean temperature
>17◦ C) in summer. Over Iberia the simulated and observed
PDFs are quite similar in their shape, although the RCA PDFs
are shifted towards a cold bias except in spring. In winter, the
shift is largest on the cold side of the distribution as discussed
in Section 4.2.1. These findings are consistent with those of
Kjellström et al. (2007) who, based on a wide range of RCMs,
concluded that the biases in RCMs are usually larger in the
95th/5th percentiles than the corresponding biases in the median,
that is the biases generally increase towards the tails of the
probability distributions.
The diurnal temperature range for RCA3 and observations are
shown in Fig. 5. The spatial map shows an 11-year mean, summer season diurnal range, whereas the curves show the mean
annual cycle of the diurnal range, spatially averaged for the two
selected regions Sweden and the Iberian Peninsula. The mean
diurnal temperature range is calculated as the average difference between the daily maximum and minimum temperatures.
For RCA3, T2mopl values are used. In general, the observations
have a larger diurnal range than the model. This is particularly
true over Northern Europe where the observed diurnal temperature range can be up to 5◦ C greater than the simulated. The
causes of this discrepancy are at least two: (i) The LSS in RCA3
assumes only mineral soils across Europe, which causes the
ground heat flux to be overestimated. (ii) There is an excess of
cloud water in RCA3 (see Fig. 8 and Section 4.4), leading to
an overestimate of both cloud emissivity and cloud albedo. The
former contributes to a positive bias in downwelling LW at the
surface, limiting nocturnal cooling, whereas the latter causes a
negative bias in downwelling SW at the surface, reducing day
time maximum temperatures. LW emissivity rapidly saturates
to unity at low cloud water amounts, whereas SW cloud albedo
varies over a much wider range of cloud water values (Stephens
and Webster, 1979; Slingo and Schrecker, 1982). This difference in sensitivity results in the positive bias in cloud water
impacting more strongly and more frequently cloud SW albedo
than LW emissivity. This, along with the increasingly large absolute flux of SW during the day, peaking at local noon, result in
the cloud albedo effect on SW surface fluxes being the leading
term driving temperature errors across the diurnal cycle. The net
effect of such a skewed cloud-radiation error is larger negative
biases in the maximum (day time) 2 m temperatures than the corresponding positive bias in minimum (nocturnal) temperatures
(Fig. 4). Further analysis of the simulated cloud and radiation
fields are presented in Section 4.4. Over Iberia the diurnal range
is close to observations in summer, with some error cancellation
across the diurnal cycle (an underestimate in the maximum temperatures being partly offset, in terms of the diurnal range, by
an overestimated, too cold, minimum temperature). During all
other seasons the diurnal cycle over Iberia is underestimated by
∼1–2◦ C and mainly results from maximum temperatures being
too low.
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Fig. 4. Maps top panel: Seasonal mean difference (◦ C) in T2mopl between RCA3 and a mean value of observations based on CRU, Willmott and
E-OBS2. Maps middle panel: Seasonal mean difference (◦ C) in daily maximum T2mopl between RCA3 and E-OBS2. Maps bottom panel: As panels
above but for daily minimum T2mopl . PDF panel: Probability density functions of daily mean T2mopl (◦ C) for RCA3 (solid) and E-OBS2 (dashed)
for Sweden (thick) and the Iberian Peninsula (thin). The columns represent the four seasons winter, spring, summer and autumn.

As the underestimation of the diurnal cycle of T2mopl has been
identified as one of the major shortcomings in the performance
of RCA3 we would like to briefly present how new development in RCA4 has contributed to decrease this underestimation.
Figure 5 shows that the RCA4 diurnal temperature range has
increased significantly. Over Sweden the summer underestima-

tion has been reduced from 4.5 to 2◦ C. The main contributing
factor to this improvement is a reduction of the overestimated
ground heat flux. Lawrence and Slater (2008) have shown that
soils at high latitudes have a larger organic component. Because
organic soil has lower heat transfer coefficient than mineral soil
the introduction of organic carbon as a fractional component
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Fig. 5. Top panel: Eleven-year (1990–2001) summer mean diurnal temperature range (◦ C) for a mean value of CRU and E-OBS2 (left), RCA3
(T2mopl , middle) and for RCA4 (T2mopl , right). Middle panel: Area averaged annual cycles of the diurnal temperature range for Sweden (left) and
the Iberian Peninsula (right). The black lines are for RCA3 results where the thick line types represent daily max—daily min of T2mopl (full) and
T2mgrid (dashed). A diurnal range based on 3 hourly model output is represented by thin lines for T2mopl (full), T2mgrid (dashed) and T2mfor
(dash-dotted), respectively. The red lines are for RCA4 results representing daily max − daily min of T2mopl . The shaded area includes observations
based on CRU and E-OBS2. Bottom panel: Area averaged seasonal cycles of differences RCA-E-OBS2 for daily maximum (solid) and minimum
(dashed) T2mopl . The black and red lines represent RCA3 and RCA4, respectively.

of the prescribed soil characteristics in RCA4 reduced the heat
transfer in the soil which led to increased diurnal cycle. As seen
from Fig. 5, this increase originates mainly from a reduction of
the bias in the minimum temperature and to a lesser extent from
a reduction of the bias in the maximum temperature. Over the
Iberian Peninsula the amount of carbon in the soil is less than
over Sweden. However, the impact of carbon soil is still seen,
here as an increase in the maximum temperature.
From the annual cycles of the diurnal temperature range
(Fig. 5), it is clear that a diurnal cycle based on the difference
between maximum and minimum daily temperatures is larger
than one based on less frequent output (e.g. 3-hourly data). For
RCA3 it can also be seen that the open-land diurnal range is
larger than the diurnal range based solely on the forest fraction
of equivalent grid boxes. For regions where grid boxes contain
a significant fraction of forest, such as Sweden, the simulated
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diurnal temperature range can be as much as 1.5◦ C less based
on the grid box average temperature than the open-land fraction
of the same grid boxes. Furthermore, in such forest dominated
landscapes, the 3-hourly open-land temperatures give a larger
diurnal range than the difference between maximum and minimum daily grid-averaged temperatures.

4.3. Precipitation
Figure 6 shows the geographical distribution of seasonal mean
precipitation in RCA3, compared to ERA40 and a combined
observation data set. Figure 7 shows the same data plotted as
spatially averaged annual cycles for the six regions outlined in
Fig. 2. The higher resolution in RCA3 compared to the ERA40
is clearly seen in some areas like the Atlantic coast of Norway.
Here, RCA3 shows more precipitation over land than ERA40
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Fig. 6. Maps from top to bottom: Seasonal mean precipitation (mm per 3 months) in RCA3, in ERA40 and for an observed mean value of CRU and
E-OBS2 data. PDF top panel: Probability density functions of daily precipitation (mm day−1 ) for RCA3 (thick) and both versions of E-OBS (thin);
version 1 (solid) and version 2 (dashed) for Sweden. PDF bottom panels: As panels above but for the Iberian Peninsula. The columns represent the
four seasons winter, spring, summer and autumn.
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Fig. 7. Seasonal cycle of precipitation over six regions (mm month−1 ). The line types represent RCA3 (solid) and ERA40 (dashed). The
grey-shaded area includes observations based on CRU and E-OBS2.

which, due to its smoother orography, has precipitation extending to the west of Norway over the ocean. The geographical
distribution of precipitation over the British Isles is also much
better captured in RCA3 compared to ERA40 in all seasons.
In all mountainous regions, RCA3 simulates more precipitation
than seen in ERA40 and the gridded observations.
The fact that observations are lower may partly be explained
by the well-known problem of undercatch of precipitation by
rain gauges, which maximizes in regions and periods when
snow is the dominant form of precipitation and high wind speeds
prevail (Frei et al., 2003). Ungersböck et al. (2001) showed a
strong seasonal cycle in the required precipitation correction for
the Baltic drainage basin, ranging from +40% in the winter to
+10% in summer. They indicate that similar correction numbers are necessary over mid-latitude North America as well.
Lind and Kjellström (2009) concluded that RCA3 overestimates
precipitation in the Baltic Sea drainage basin by ∼20% compared to the uncorrected CRU observations. However, a shorter
but likely more accurate data set by Rubel and Hantel (2001)
indicates an overestimate of only 5%. In regions of complex
topography, undercatch problems can be further compounded
by non-representative gauge distributions and, in low-resolution
data sets, by spatial interpolation across steep and localized precipitation gradients (Schwarb et al., 2001). Frei et al. (2003)
indicated that undercatch over the Alps varies both by season,
ranging from ∼25% in winter to ∼10% in summer, and by altitude, with maximum impact in winter where bias corrections
range from 8% for stations below 600 m altitude to corrections
as high as 40% above 1500 m. Such uncertainties should be
kept in mind when precipitation is evaluated, particularly in regions of complex topography. Even with these caveats in mind, it
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does appear from Fig. 6 that RCA3 overestimates precipitation,
particularly over mountain tops in Scandinavia and the Alps.
Such an overestimate may be linked to an overestimate of cloud
fraction in these regions. Willén (2008) found the cloud fraction overestimated in RCA3 compared to satellite and surface
measurements in mountain areas. Accurately simulating vertical
velocities in complex mountainous terrain is known to be difficult in numerical models and may contribute to an erroneous
forcing of the grid scale precipitation scheme in RCA3 mountainous areas. A further problem may also be linked to the use
of the resolved scale vertical velocity as part of the convective
trigger function in the Kain–Fritsch convection scheme, which
appears to be associated with excessive convective triggering
over mountainous regions during the summer season.
Figure 7 indicates that RCA3 accurately captures the amplitude and phase of the annual cycle of precipitation in most areas
of Europe. Overestimated precipitation is suggested in the winter season for West and Eastern Europe and Sweden, although
the size of this overestimate is difficult to judge given the aforementioned corrections that are likely required for the observations. Over Sweden, a summer and early autumn overestimate is
clearly visible. Despite the higher resolution in RCA3 compared
to that used in ERA40 there is no clear overall improvement in
area averaged precipitation in all seasons and regions. The improvement lies in the better representation of the geographical
details (cf. Fig. 6).
Recent observational studies suggest a trend towards more
frequent intense precipitation events over the past few decades.
Such trends have been documented for North America (Karl
and Knight, 1998), Japan (Iwashima and Yamamoto, 1993) and
Northern Italy (Brunetti et al., 2004). Modelling studies suggest
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this trend may continue into the future (Nikulin et al., 2011;
López-Moreno and Beniston, 2009). To gain confidence in such
projections, it is important to establish that models correctly
simulate the frequency and intensity distribution of precipitation for the recent observed past. To assess this, Fig. 6 presents
PDFs of daily precipitation rates simulated by RCA3 and as
described in the two E-OBS data sets. In a gross sense, RCA3
captures quite well the frequency and intensity distribution of
precipitation in these two regions and is also able to represent
the seasonal evolution of the distributions. A clear overestimate
(1–5 mm day−1 ) of precipitation intensity is seen for Sweden in
the spring and summer, with a corresponding underestimate of
essentially dry days (precipitation <1 mm day−1 ). Although a
portion of this may be related to observational undercatch, we
are confident that the positive bias is real and relates primarily to
excess precipitation intensity on the east side (generally lee side)
of the Scandinavian mountains. Over Iberia an overestimate of
moderate to strong (5–10 mm day−1 ) events is seen.

4.4. Clouds and radiation
In this section, we make a limited evaluation of the RCA3 clouds
and surface radiation fluxes, concentrating on systematic biases that impact on the surface temperature. We emphasize the
summer season where temperature errors in the diurnal cycle
are largest and radiation errors likely maximize. The interested
reader is referred to Willén (2008) for a more detailed discussion
on the simulated cloud and radiation processes in RCA3.
Figure 8 presents seasonal mean deviations from ERA40 of
total cloud cover, downwelling surface SW and LW. We acknowledge potential shortcomings in using these predicted fields

from ERA40 as quasi-observations, but note that Markovic et al.
(2009) indicate a high level of quality in the ERA40 cloud
cover and surface radiation fluxes compared to six surface measurement sites over North America. The relative quality of the
ERA40 clouds has also been confirmed for Northern Europe in
the study of Willén (2008).
Cloud fraction is set to zero at the outer point of the RCA
domain and there is generally a rapid gradient in cloud fraction
across the eight-point relaxation zone, cloud fraction errors close
to the edge of the domain in Fig. 8 largely represent this feature.
Over Europe RCA3 cloud fraction biases in the summer exhibit
a dipole pattern, with a positive bias of 5–10% over Northern
Europe and a negative bias, of similar magnitude to the south.
These biases partly contribute to the surface radiation flux errors
shown in Fig. 8. In Southern Europe incoming SW exhibits a
positive deviation from ERA40 of 10–30 Wm−2 , whereas over
Northern Europe a smaller negative deviation can be seen. Comparison to 28 European surface radiation stations in the GEBA
network (Gilgen and Ohmura, 1999) indicate RCA3 actually
has a somewhat smaller positive bias of ∼5–20 Wm−2 , whereas
ERA40 values are negatively biased compared to GEBA by
∼5–10 Wm−2 (not shown).
Errors in cloud fraction also contribute to surface LW errors,
with the positive bias in cloud fraction over Northern Europe
spatially collocated with a positive LW bias of 5–15 Wm−2 .
In terms of total incoming radiation, errors in Northern Europe
tend to partly cancel, leading to a relatively accurate summer
near-surface temperature in RCA3, when averaged across the
diurnal cycle (Fig. 4). The negative SW bias in Fig. 8 has been
averaged across the diurnal cycle. In fact, SW errors will occur only during daylight hours and, in an absolute sense, will

Fig. 8. Top panel: Summer mean difference (RCA3-ERA40) in (from left to right) downward short-wave radiation (Wm−2 ), downward long-wave
radiation (Wm−2 ), total cloudiness (%) and vertically integrated LWP as seen in the RCA3 radiation code (kg m−2 ). Bottom panel: Probability
density functions of the top panels variables for RCA3 (solid) and ERA40 (dashed) for Sweden (thick) and the Iberian Peninsula (thin).
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increase as the incoming solar flux increases to its maximum
at local noon. Hence the negative bias in SW over Northern
Europe will tend to dominate the surface radiation budget during
the local afternoon, partly explaining the large underestimate of
maximum summer temperatures shown in Fig. 4. Conversely, at
night the positive bias in LW operates in isolation leading to the
warm bias in nocturnal minimum temperatures over Northern
Europe.
Fractional cover is not the only cloud variable that contributes
to errors in cloud reflectivity and emissivity. For a given cloud
fraction, total solar reflectivity also depends on the total water
content in the cloud, the phase distribution of this water and the
dominant droplet/crystal size (Liou, 1992). Many of these parameters are difficult to evaluate due to lack of observations. In
Fig. 8 we compare the summer vertically integrated Liquid Water
Path (LWP) against the equivalent field from ERA40. The LWP
in RCA (and in the ECMWF model) is multiplied by an inhomogeneity factor of 0.7 (Tiedkte, 1996) which gives the radiatively
active LWP in the model as shown in Fig. 8. This scaling is
done in order to account for observed variability of cloud water
in the model radiation schemes. Compared to ERA40, RCA3
has a large positive bias in LWP, with a positive bias over the
North Atlantic of more than ∼50%. O’Dell et al. (2008) suggest the ERA40 LWP values are consistent with satellite-based
retrievals over mid-latitude oceans. Hence the overestimate in
RCA3 seems genuine and is consistent with the negative bias
seen in surface SW against ERA40 in this region. Over land
areas of Northern Europe LWP biases relative to ERA40 are
∼0.07 mm, or roughly 40–50% higher than the ERA40 values
of ∼0.15 mm. Roebling and van Meijgaard (2009) indicate that
for summer 2004, SEVIRI satellite retrievals give LWP values
in Northern Europe of ∼0.12 mm and that ECMWF forecasts
overestimate this by ∼25%, consistent with the climatological estimates quoted above for ERA40. This implies that over
North Europe RCA3 actually overestimates LWP by 50–75%
relative to satellite observations. Similar results were found by
Illingworth et al. (2007) and Willén (2008) in comparing RCA3
LWP with surface based radar and lidar measurements. During

winter, RCA3 has a similar positive LWP bias but located over
Iberia and France (not shown). This excess LWP and associated
SW flux error contributes to the underestimate of maximum
temperatures in winter over Iberia (Figs 4 and 5). In the development version of RCA4 this positive cloud water bias has been
significantly improved (see Barrett et al., 2009, for a preliminary evaluation of the RCA4 diurnal cycle of clouds) leading to
commensurate improvements in the surface radiation fluxes.
PDFs of the daily mean surface SW over Sweden and Iberia
(Fig. 8) clearly show the systematic negative and positive biases,
respectively, across the SW distribution. Similar shifts are also
seen for LW. The simulated PDFs of daily cloud fraction are
very accurate, both in the median value as well as the width
and shape of the distribution. This is the case both for Sweden,
with a peak in the summer distribution of ∼75% in both model
and ERA40 and Iberia with an oppositely shaped distribution,
peaking at cloud fractions of ∼10%. The main error in the cloud
fraction distributions lies in the overestimate of cloud-free days
in RCA3 over Iberia, likely linked with too frequent and/or too
intense anti-cyclonic conditions indicated in the MSLP PDF of
Fig. 3.

4.5. Surface energy fluxes
Figure 9 shows the mean annual cycle of upward sensible (H) and
latent (LE) heat fluxes, along with the net radiation flux (Rn) for
RCA3 and ERA40 averaged over Sweden and the Iberian peninsula. Shortcomings in ERA40 surface energy fluxes compared
to observations are discussed below. During the summer, Rn is
clearly underestimated over both Sweden and Iberia (Fig. 9).
Over Sweden this difference is mainly due to an underestimate
of incoming shortwave radiation compared to ERA40 (Fig. 8)
whereas over the Iberian Peninsula the excess in incoming SW
is compensated by a relatively high surface albedo for open
land (0.28), resulting in a more accurate net surface solar radiation budget. The negative bias in Rn therefore primarily reflects an underestimate of downwelling LW radiation over Iberia
(Fig. 8).

Fig. 9. Annual cycles of net radiation (black, Wm−2 ), sensible (red, Wm−2 ) and latent (blue, Wm−2 ) heat fluxes for RCA3 (solid) and ERA40
(dashed) over Sweden and the Iberian Peninsula.
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Although less Rn is available over Sweden in summer compared to ERA40, LE is still larger than in ERA40, compensated
by a smaller H. According to Betts et al. (2006) ERA40 overestimates LE over a conifer forest dominated landscape in Canada,
a landscape similar to that over Sweden. They speculate on
different reasons for this overestimate, e.g. that surface conductance may be too high, evaporation of intercepted water may
be overestimated or that vertical exchange processes between
the surface and atmosphere may be too efficient. In RCA3, the
parametric description of these processes are somewhat similar to the ECMWF LSS employed in ERA40. A corresponding
overestimate of LE may therefore also be expected. However,
RCA3 exhibits a positive bias in LE even compared to ERA40.
This bias is clearly correlated with a positive bias in precipitation
over the same region (Fig. 7), which through its impact on soil
moisture can cause or amplify an LE bias. Because the surface
and atmospheric water cycles are tightly coupled it is difficult
to identify the underlying cause of these errors over Sweden. To
understand this further, we are presently running the RCA3 LSS
offline, forced by observed atmospheric input over a number
of European sites and comparing results directly with observed
surface fluxes.
Over the Iberian Peninsula, H and LE in RCA3 generally
corresponds well with ERA40, although with a slightly less
LE in RCA3 during summer-autumn. The simulated summer
Bowen Ratio (BR = H/LE) in RCA3 for Southern Europe is in
the range 1–2 (not shown) which at least corresponds well with
observations reported by Jaeger et al. (2009) where summer BR
for an Italian site was in the range 1.5–2 for a 4 years period.

4.6. Snow
The relatively coarse horizontal resolution of ERA40, and
consequently smooth orography, acts to distribute snow more
smoothly than the higher resolution in RCA3 (Fig. 10). This
effect is most obvious in the west–east gradient of the water
content of the snow, the snow-water equivalent (SWE), across
Scandinavia, where RCA3 produces much higher SWE values in
the Norwegian and Swedish mountains than east of the mountains. In Fig. 10, we compare the RCA3 SWE against point
observations made at a number of SYNOP stations in Sweden.
Generally the RCA3 SWE values correspond well with observations, particularly in Southern and Central Sweden. In Northern
Sweden, close to the mountains (the three left most groups of
bars in Fig. 10), the agreement is worse, although averaging
model and observed values across these three stations indicates
that the RCA3 SWE vales are quite accurate even in mountainous regions. The individual differences at these sites likely arise
due to detailed aspects of topography and snow amounts that are
not possible for RCA3 to resolve at a 50 km resolution. Over
Finland and Northwest Russia RCA3 underestimates SWE compared to ERA40. A study by Drusch et al. (2004) that introduced
a revision into the ECMWF snow analysis scheme suggests that

the system used in the ERA40 process may overestimate SWE
over large parts of Eurasia. This, along with the good agreement
of RCA3 SWE over Sweden and the implied overestimate in
this region of the ERA40 SWE values, makes us cautious with
regard to an SWE bias calculated in relation to ERA40.
In Kjellström et al. (2005), snow cover duration was also evaluated with RCA3 producing quite accurate results in comparison
to a time-limited climatology over Sweden.

4.7. Wind
The 10 m wind-speed climate in RCA3 has been thoroughly
evaluated over North America in a study by He et al. (2010).
RCA3 winds were compared to two other RCM simulations
and to both the ERA40 and NCEP reanalyses, generally outperforming all these data sets. They conclude that RCA3 is able
to capture both the correct seasonality of the 10 m wind speed
and its sensitivity to land-surface type (open land, forest, water). However, median wind speeds are generally underestimated
and, for water-dominated regions, the high wind-speed end of
the distribution is underestimated. In their study they conclude
that care must be taken in comparing gridbox-average wind
speeds directly with station observations in regions of strong
surface heterogeneity. They show that the PDF of simulated
night-time 10 m wind speed over open land is closer to observations than the corresponding PDF based on grid-averaged
values.
A diagnostic gustiness parameterization based on Brasseur
(2001) has been implemented in RCA3 by Nordström (2005).
An evaluation of simulated gust wind-speeds against analysed
observations (Häggmark et al., 2000) over Sweden gives quite
satisfactory results for both the maximum daily gusts and for
the maximum monthly gusts with most differences in seasonal
mean values during winter being within ±1 m s−1 (Kjellström
et al., 2005). However, the original Brasseur method gave an
overestimation of simulated gust wind-speeds over land. A modification was therefore introduced into RCA3 to reduce this bias.
The modification utilizes information on local surface roughness
length over land and has been tuned against Swedish station data.
The resulting gust wind speeds have yet to be evaluated for other
regions.

5. Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we provide a general description of the physics
in RCA3, with particular reference to modifications compared
to the previous full release, RCA2. The model performance is
evaluated over Europe for the recent past climate, with an emphasis on near-surface variables of interest to researchers using
RCA3 results in climate impact studies. For many variables,
RCA3 represents the European climate well when compared
to other RCMs (Hagemann et al., 2004). However, systematic
biases do still exist. In general RCA3 shows equally good, or
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Fig. 10. Top panel: The average yearly maximum water content (mm) 1961–1990 of the snow pack according to ERA40 (left) and RCA3 (right),
respectively. Bottom panel: Average annual maximum snow water content (mm) 1968–1993 (left) at selected Swedish sites (right) from RCA3 (red)
and from observations (green) (Raab and Vedin, 1995).

better, correspondence to observations than earlier model versions (Kjellström et al., 2005), while now being physically
more realistic in terms of the underlying processes described
in the model. Results discussed in this paper are from a 50 km
version of the model, the main conclusions regarding model
quality and biases over Europe generally also hold for 25 km
resolution.
The major change in RCA3 compared to RCA2 was the introduction of a tiled surface scheme. It was recognized that only one
surface temperature representing all kinds of different surfaces
in RCA2 (snow, forest, grass, ice) was not sufficient for capturing
the range of possible feedbacks associated with future climate
change. In RCA3 different subsurfaces, tiles, in a grid box are
represented by individual temperatures and surface energy balance calculations. The concept of double-energy balance was
introduced for the forest tile which means that the canopy and
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the forest floor are given separate energy balances and temperatures. Along with these changes in the surface scheme, a range
of smaller updates were also made in the atmospheric physics
related to the radiation, turbulence and cloud parameterizations.
On a seasonal basis, the mean temperature errors are generally
within ±1◦ C except during winter, when a positive bias is found
in the north-eastern part of the model domain and a negative
bias over the Mediterranean. Although, the overall mean temperature climate is satisfactory, there remain some discrepancies
in internal model parameters as well as simulated quantities with
respect to observations. For example, a too high albedo for snow
free open land balances an excess incoming solar radiation in
Southern Europe. In Northern Europe, an underestimated SW radiation flux and an overestimated LW flux drive different signed
temperature errors by night and day that tend to cancel out when
averaged across diurnal cycle. In Northern Europe there is a clear
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underestimate in maximum temperatures and an overestimate in
minimum temperatures. Two of the likely causes of these errors
were discussed in Section 4.2.2, namely; a positive bias in cloud
water and an overestimate of soil heat flux. With results from the
development version of RCA4 it was shown that the main reason
for the underestimated diurnal cycle over Sweden is related to
the overestimated soil heat flux. The soil heat flux was reduced
by the introduction of an organic carbon component in the soil
as recommended by Lawrence and Slater (2008), which led to
an improved diurnal temperature range.
Generally, the seasonal cycle of precipitation is well captured across Europe, apart from a clear overestimate in Northern
Europe during summer. This bias is closely linked with an overestimate of surface evaporation over Sweden in summer. Further
work is required to determine cause and effect with respect to
these coupled errors in precipitation and surface evaporation. In
terms of the intensity distribution of precipitation, the model reproduces the observed variability quite well, apart from an overestimate in weak to moderate precipitation over Sweden during
spring and summer and an overestimate of moderate to strong
events over Iberia in summer. As a result of the relatively accurate precipitation climatology, simulated snow water amounts
were found to be quite realistic. Further evaluation of precipitation will concentrate on the benefits accruing from resolution
increases beyond 25 km, where possible using high-resolution
observations corrected for precipitation undercatch.
Some of the systematic biases in near-surface temperature
have been linked to problems in representing cloud and radiation processes in RCA3. The overestimate of cloud water in
the model contributes to an underestimate of temperature maxima in summer over Northern Europe and to an underestimate
during winter over Southern Europe. These problems have been
mitigated somewhat in the latest version of RCA4, where the
cloud water excess is improved significantly (Barrett et al. 2009)
leading to commensurate improvements in the surface radiation
fluxes. The main changes between RCA3 and RCA4, leading
to these improvements are a combination of; (i) modifying the
TKE mixing scheme to be phrased in moist thermodynamic
variables, liquid water potential temperature, (θ l ) and total water (qt ), thereby allowing moist processes to be included in the
calculation of TKE, (ii) including a parameterization of cloud top
entrainment within the new moist TKE scheme and (iii) modifying the autoconversion calculation for precipitation onset in the
RCA large-scale condensation scheme. A more detailed evaluation of these and other model improvements are deferred until
the full release of RCA4.
The intention of this paper has been to describe the physical
parameterizations in RCA3 and document the main strengths
and weaknesses of the model when simulating climate processes
over Europe. Knowledge of such systematic biases is important
when the model is applied to simulate future climate conditions
and when output subsequently is used in the range of climate
impact studies.
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